Dear All,

Please be informed that ECC Library just received new books as you can find the list attached below. They are ready cataloged for borrowing from the ECCC library, room 317A.

**Bellelli, Roberto.**
International criminal justice: law and practice from the Rome Statute to its review
Language(s): eng..

**Bradley, Craig M.**
Criminal procedure: a worldwide study.
Language(s): eng..
ISBN: 1594602441 (hbk.): $99.00

**Chon, Gina.; Thet, Sambath.**
Behind the killing fields : a Khmer Rouge leader and one of his victims
Language(s): eng..
ISBN: 9780812242454 (hardcover: alk. paper): $60.00

**Clark, Philip, 1979.**
The Gacaca courts, post-genocide justice and reconciliation in Rwanda: justice without lawyers
Language(s): eng..
ISBN: 9780521193481 (hbk.): $150.00
MFN: 000491

**McDonald, Gabrielle Kirk. ; Swaak-Goldman, Olivia.**
Substantive and procedural aspects of international criminal law: the experience of international and national courts
Language(s): eng..
ISBN: 9041111336 (v. 1: Commentary) 9041111344 (v. 2 Part I & II)

**Ntoubandi, Faustin Z..**
Amnesty for crimes against humanity under international law
Language(s): eng..
ISBN: 9789004162310 (alk. paper): $230.00
Paulussen, Christophe.  
Male captus bene detentus?: surrendering suspects to the International Criminal Court  
Language(s) : eng.  
ISBN: 9789400001008 (pbk.):$250.00

Collective violence and international criminal justice: an interdisciplinary approach  
Language(s) : eng.  
ISBN: 9789400000995 (pbk.):$128.00

Vandeginste, Stef.  
Stones left unturned: law and transitional justice in Burundi  
Language(s) : eng.  
ISBN: 9789400001152 (hbk.):$178.00

Best regards,

---------------------------------------------------------------

Chanthy Em  
Library Assistant  
Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of Cambodia  
Ext: 6125 & Room 317A  
ECCC Library Intranet Page: http://intranet:9083/